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Abstract. We have determined the D O lifetime from 
reconstructed vertices of D o mesons produced in 
e + e  annihilations at an average center of mass 
energy of 42.2 GeV. F rom fifteen events the D o life- 
time was determined to be +z.o 13 (4.3_1.4__0.8) x 10 s. 

I. Introduction 

Measurements of the lifetimes of charmed mesons 
help to clarify the dynamics of their decay. The 
difference between the lifetimes of the neutral D 
meson and the charged D meson [1] shows that the 
charm quarks in these mesons do not decay inde- 
pendently of the light quark to which they are 
bound, and that different mechanisms are important  
for the decays of the charged and neutral D mesons. 
This difference, and a similar one found in the com- 
parison of semi-leptonic branching ratios of the 
charged and neutral D mesons [2], has led to much 
theoretical activity [3]. Two separate mechanisms 
have been proposed: one which suppresses the ha- 
dronic decay of the charged D meson [4], and the 
other which enhances the hadronic decay of the 
neutral D meson [5]. Direct experimental evidence 
for the latter mechanism has recently been reported 
[6], but the relative importance of these two mecha- 
nisms remains an open question [3]. Measurements 
of the neutral D lifetime also allow the calculation of 
partial widths for various decay modes of neutral D 
mesons to be made from the measured branching 
ratios. These partial widths can then be used to test 
the theoretical picture of charm meson decay. 

Previous measurements have detected neutral D 
mesons produced in fixed targets by incident neutri- 
no [7], hadron [8], and photon beams [9], and in 
storage rings by collisions of electrons with posi- 
trons [10]. Here we present a measurement of 
the neutral D meson lifetime carried out using the 
TASSO detector at the P E T R A  e + e -  storage ring. 

This measurement employed the TASSO vertex 
detector to reconstruct D O decay vertices which were 
selected from a hadronic event sample with a mean 
center of mass energy 42.2GeV and a total inte- 
grated luminosity of 49 pb 1. The TASSO vertex de- 
tector is a high precision drift chamber which con- 
tains 720 sense wires in 8 cylindrical layers at radii 
ranging from 8.1 to 14.9 cm. For  isolated tracks, the 
resolution of measured space points in the plane 
perpendicular to the beam is approximately 100 ~m. 
The high resolution of this detector and its proximi- 
ty to the interaction point allow the reconstruction 
of the decay vertices from the D o mesons. From the 
measured decay lengths and momenta  of the me- 

sons, the proper decay times can be inferred. Other 
details of the TASSO detector [11] and the vertex 
detector [12] have been given elsewhere. 

II. Event Selection 

The neutral D mesons were identified in the decay 
D* +(2010)--*D o rc +. (Here, and in what follows, refer- 
ence to the charge conjugate states is implied.) In 
high energy e + e -  annihilations the selection of D o 
mesons based on the decay products of the D o me- 
sons alone must contend with a large background 
from random combinations of tracks. However, by 
taking advantage of the small Q value of the re- 
action D *+ -*D ~ ~+, clean samples of D o mesons can 
be obtained by computing the difference between the 
reconstructed D *+ and D o masses [13]. This unique 
decay signature, together with the hard momentum 
spectrum of D *+ mesons produced in high energy 
e + e -  annihilation, has facilitated the detection of 
these mesons [14]. For this measurement, D o me- 
sons were identified from the following decay 
modes: D ~  - rc +, D ~  - *  K rc + ~ -  rc +, and 
D ~  - rc + rc ~ Identification of the decays in the 
last decay is possible without actually reconstructing 
the no meson. This mode is reconstructed by using 
K - r c  + combinations from a satellite peak whose 
invariant mass falls in the region below the D o mass. 
In this so-called S o mode, the decay D~ K - ~ +  xo 
proceeds primarily through the intermediate state 
D ~  + , so that in some circumstances the ~o 
carries away relatively little momentum [15]. The 
D *+ - D  o mass difference can therefore still be used 
to identify these decays. 

The decay mode D ~  + has been recon- 
structed using a new method based on tracks which 
contain vertex detector information. The other decay 
modes have been reconstructed as described in pre- 
vious TASSO publications [14]. 

Events containing the decay D ~  - rc + were 
selected using tracks [16] which include information 
from the three chambers which comprise the inner 
detector: the vertex detector, the inner proportional 
chamber and the central drift chamber. To ensure 
that the tracks had been reliably reconstructed in 
the vertex chamber, only those tracks were utilized 
which had more than 4 vertex detector hits and Z26 
less than 2.5, where Z,2~ is the ;g2 per degree of 
freedom calculated for the entire track when recon- 
structed in the plane perpendicular to the beam. In 
other respects, the analysis selection criteria closely 
followed that of our previous analysis [14]. All 
charged tracks in a given hemisphere, as defined by 
the sphericity axis, were considered as both pions 
and as kaons. Combinations of tracks interpreted as 
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Fig. 1. The distribution of the difference in mass 
between D *+ candidates and constrained 
D o candidates for decays of the type 
D *+-*D ~ ~ K -  ~z + ~+. 
The signal region is taken to be 
M ( K -  rc + ~+)-  M(K ~+) < 0.15 GeV/c z 

K - ~ +  were formed among those tracks of momen- 
tum greater than 0.8 GeV/c and then geometrically 
fitted to a common vertex and kinematically con- 
strained to the D o mass [17, 18]. After cuts to re- 
move badly reconstructed decays, those combi- 
nations having a Z 2 for the kinematic constraint less 
than 5.0, were paired with the other positively 
charged tracks in the same hemisphere with momen- 
tum greater than 0.3 GeV/c to form D*" candidates. 
The mass difference between the D *+ and D o mass 
combinations for those candidates with x =  
E m + / E b e ~ m > 0 . 5  is shown in Fig. 1. The eleven 
decays having a D *+ - D  o mass difference less than 
0.15 GeV were taken as the event sample. The back- 
ground in this region was estimated by a Monte 
Carlo calculation to be about 13%. Those com- 
binations which consisted entirely of tracks from 
other decay modes of the D o , for example 
D O ~ K -  ~+ ~o, were not included in the background 
estimate, as they are not a background to the life- 
time determination. 

In the decay modes D ~ 1 7 6  and 
D ~  - ~ + ~  rc + the events selection was based on 
tracks reconstructed with information from the cen- 
tral drift chamber and inner proportional chamber 
alone, as in our previous publications [14]. This 
method of event selection is advantageous as it 
could be tested using the large sample of events 
obtained before the installation of the vertex cham- 
ber. Events were selected using the same D * - - - D  o 
mass difference criterion as in the D ~  7t + anal- 
ysis. To perform vertex fits, these tracks were then 
matched with tracks containing information from 

the entire inner detector. In the case of decays of the 
type D *+ ~ D ~  +; D ~  - ~+ rc ~ all of the tracks, 
including the transition pion from the D *+ decay, 
were required to have at least 4 vertex detector hits 
and X~<2.5. Decays of the type D**- - ,D~ 
D ~  - rc + ~ - r c  + were required to have at least 4 
vertex detector hits on each track comprising the D ~ 

; requirement was relaxed somewhat: if but the Zr~ 
after the deletion of one or two hits the track had 
Z2~<2.5, it was accepted. If a single event contained 
more than one combination which could form a D o 
mass, the one closest to the D o mass was used. In all 
of the modes the association of measured vertex 
detector hits to tracks was then checked event by 
event with an independent track finder [-19]. 

Application of these selection criteria to the data 
yielded eleven events in the mode D ~  ~+ and 
three events in the mode D ~  +. Four 
events with valid vertex detector tracks were found 
in the satellite peak of the K -  ~+ mass combination. 
No additional events with valid vertex detector 
tracks were found in the mode D o ~ K -  ~+ ~o (seen). 

III. Lifetime Analysis 

The decay vertex of each event was determined by 
fitting the tracks from the decay products of each D O 
meson to a common vertex in 3 dimensions [17]. 
These tracks were then kinematically constrained to 
the D O mass, except in the case of the S O mode 
where not all of the decay products of the D O were 
reconstructed. The constraint to the D O mass has 
been shown to give a 16 % improvement in the de- 
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termination of the vertex position [18]. If the X 2 for 
the addition of the mass constraint was greater than 
5, the event was rejected. In the S o mode, the tracks 
fitted to the vertex were required to have a K-re+ 
mass between 1.5 and 1.744 GeV/c 2, and to give a 
(K ~+ ~ + ) - ( K - r e + )  mass difference less than 
0.15 GeV/c2. 

If the confidence level of the Z 2 for the vertex fit 
alone was less than 0.01, the vertex was determined 
in two dimensions without a mass constraint. In the 
D ~  + re-re+ mode, the two dimensional Z 2 
confidence level was also required to be more  than 
0.01. 

For those D o decays containing only two tracks, 
a check on the vertex position was made by using 
the transition pion. The D* § decay has a very low Q 
value (5.8 MeV) so that the direction of flight of the 
emitted transition pion is very nearly that of the D o 
meson. A second fit for each D o meson candidate 
was then performed by combining the transition 
pion with the products of the D o decay. This vertex 
was determined as above, and required to be con- 
sistent with the vertex found by using only the decay 
products of the D ~ 

To determine the decay distance of the D o me- 
sons, it is necessary to know the position of the 
event vertex. The best estimate was derived from the 
beam spot position and size. The beam spot was 
determined for individual fillings of the storage ring. 
At least 50 beam associated tracks were used in each 
determination. The center of the beam spot was 
determined to an accuracy better than 150~tm. The 
beam spot has been measured to be approximately 
500p, m wide in the x direction, in agreement with 
predictions from the machine parameters [20]. In 
the y direction, the beam is expected to be of negli- 
gible extent so that the error on the y coordinate of 
the beam spot is dominated by the statistical error. 
In the z direction, the position of the event vertex is 
poorly known and so only the direction of flight of 
the D o meson is used. The most likely decay dis- 
tance in three dimensions was then computed from 

1 = x~ cryy t x + Yv axx ty - Crxy(X ~ ty + Yv tx) 
2 2 2 O'yyl x -  ffxytxty+C~xxty 

where cr is formed by adding the error matrix de- 
termined in the fit to that from the beam spot, t x 
and ty are the three dimensional direction cosines of 
the D o momentum, and x~ and Yv are the coor- 
dinates, relative to the beam center, found by the 
vertex fit. The above equation is obtained by mi- 
nimizing X 2 with respect to l, where 

z 2 = A f f - I  A t 

and 

A = ( l t x - X v ,  l t y - Y v ) .  

The minimum value of Z 2 gives an indication of the 
quality of the fit. If the confidence level of X 2 was 
less than 0.01, the decay was rejected. This cut did 
not eliminate any of the combinations in the signal 
region, but did eliminate some of decays in the 
background region (see below). 

Following these procedures we obtained eleven 
events in the mode D~ re+, two events in the 
mode D~247176 and two in the mode 
D ~  re+. The decay distances were then 
converted to proper times by dividing by 713 
=PDo/Moo. In the S o mode, the true D O momen- 
tum is unknown, so 7/3 was taken to be 
p ( K -  re+) /M(K ~+). Monte Carlo calculations show 
that this approximation is good to about 6 %. The 
distribution of proper decay times, weighted by their 
errors, is shown in Fig. 2a. 

The D o lifetime was extracted using a maximum 
likelihood fit to the measured proper time of each 
decay. In order to perform the maximum likelihood 
fit, it was necessary to describe the contributions to 
the data sample. The true D o portion had two con- 
tributions: primarily produced D o mesons and D o me- 
sons produced in B meson decays. The contribution 
from the former was described by a Gaussian con- 
voluted with an exponential where the width of the 
Gaussian was taken from the calculated error on the 
most likely decay distance [21, 22]. To take account 
of the secondary D o mesons produced in B meson 
decays, two exponentials were convoluted with each 
other, and then with a Gaussian. The amount of 
D *§ signal originating from B meson decay was 
estimated using a Monte Carlo calculation to be 
4.5%. This calculation incorporated the measured 
production of D *+ mesons from B mesons [23]. A 
lifetime of 11 x 10-13s was assumed for the B me- 
sons [1]. The B meson boost was estimated from the 
boost of the D meson. A Monte Carlo calculation 
showed that the approximation ( ? / 3 B } = 0 . 5 ( 7 / 3 o )  
was good to 10%. 

A term also added to take into account a 13 % 
background in the mode D ~  +, and a 30% 
background in the decay modes D ~  re+re-~+ 
and D ~ 2 4 7  ~ [14]. Those background com- 
binations consisting of two or more tracks from B 
hadron decay can give the background a small effec- 
tive lifetime. Monte Carlo calculations showed this 
contribution to the background could be described 
in the same way as the seondary D *+ production: 
95.5 % of the background was described as a single 
Gaussian centered at zero, and the remainder as a 
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Gaussian folded with an exponential with the effec- 
tive B lifetime. 

Applying this maximum likelihood fit to the data 
sample gave: 

__ + 2 . 0  1 0  t 3  To0-(4.3 1.4) x s. 

This value of D o lifetime was used in the fitting 
function described above to produce the curve 
superimposed on Fig. 2a. The negative logarithm of 
the likelihood function is shown in Fig. 3. 

Several checks were made to ensure that the 
result was not biased and to estimate the systematic 
errors. To show that the detector had no bias 
towards positive or negative lifetimes we examined a 
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D ~ Li fet ime (10-13s) 

Fig. 3. The negative logarithm of the likelihood function for the 
fifteen reconstructed proper decay times. The one standard de- 
viation errors are indicated 

sample of background decays topologically similar 
to true D o decays. Events were selected from the 
upper D o side bands (3.0_+0.5GeV/c 2) of the 
D ~  ~ K - rc + and the D ~  ~ K - 7t + r e -  rc + modes, and 
then passed through the same analysis procedure as 
the data, except that no kinematic fit could be per- 
formed. The decay times from these 172 events were 
fitted to the same function as the data, including the 
term from the B meson decay. The distribution is 
shown in Fig. 2b. The maximum likelihood fit gave 
a lifetime of (0.1 _+ 0.3) x 10-13 s. 

To check the dependence of the result on the 
assumed detector resolution, we let the width of the 
Gaussian be scaled by a factor c~. Fitting to both the 
lifetime and to c~, the value of %o increased by 0.4 

- n  Q+o.4 Equivalently, x 10 13s, and we obtained c~ . . . . .  0.3. 
changing the assumed vertex detector resolution 
_+20~o changed the resulting value for Zoo by _+0.5 
x10-13s .  Varying the size of the beam spot by 
_+20~o, changed Zoo  by _+0.2x10-13s.  Changing 
the detector vertex alignment with respect to the 
central drift chamber by approximately 100 gm, gave 
rise to changes in Too of about _+0.3 x 10 -13 s. Vary- 
ing the assumed B lifetime by _+50~o changed the 
value for Zoo by less than _+0.1 x 10-13s. Varying 
the fraction of accepted D o mesons from B meson 
decay between 1.5 % and 7.0%, changed the value 
of Too by _+0.15x10-13s. Changing the assumed 
background fraction by _+50% of their value gave 
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changes in ZDo of •  Adding all of 
these effects in quadrature we obtained a system- 
atic error _+0.8 x 10 13s. 

In conclusion, we have measured the D O lifetime 
using fifteen events and found it to be: 

- - (A "~ + 2-0 _]_0.8) M 10 - t 3  s. "t'DO -- t - ' ~  -- 1.4 - -  

This result is in good agreement with other measure- 
ments of the D o lifetime - a recent average [1] gave 
(4.0+0.3) x10-13s.  Our result is also shorter than 
the average [1] for the D + lifetime, (8.6_+0.7) 
x 10-13s. 
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